Teddy
I was prowling the jungle. My majestic fur blew in the wind. My teeth shone like diamonds.
I was tracking my pray (some nice juicy red deer).However, it was too fast .I had to
ambush I crept slowly through the lush green jungle until I found a meadow of green
grass.
I travelled through, the grass tickled my feet suddenly, I discovered a pool of clear,
fresh water, like a camel in the dessert I drank. The sun was boiling hot .I wandered
back into the jungle. Through a hole in the plants I could see man’s concrete jungle but
some of it was falling “wait a minute” the trees are falling.
I ran through the falling shrubbery surrounding me I looked to the side.
There it was Mount Vesuvius but suddenly I realised it was erupting. My den was filled
with lava. Then a massive landslide covered and destroyed the land around me I ran and
took the high ground .Later, I was trudging through the ash I managed to build a den out
of
Mud, rocks and sticks it wasn’t the same
Meanwhile man’s land was becoming the wasteland all the animals think it is. inside and
outside back at the jungle all the animals have settled down in there new homes and are
settling in there palace of green (that is the jungle).
The next day there was a big surprise The earth was shacking again there was another
earthquake was happening ,the trees were falling I was running to go and save my den
the world around me was falling and the volcano was erupting
Lava spewed out of the volcano and out of side magma rocks was exploding when they hit
the floor and a giant toxic ash cloud came out the top like thunder.
Finally the landslide hit and caused the destruction of the whole forest I managed to
escape the wrath of the landslide, my home ,my friends and my palace of green had
disappeared I had to find a new home I wandered to the other half of the island weak
and tired I managed to find a sustainable home filled with beautiful fresh clean water
and fresh fruit and plenty of animals to eat and we were on the edge of the island away
from the volcano and the earthquake would be too far away to affect us and we live in a
rocky landscape so the landslide would not hit as bad so life would be an paradise however
I am on my own now and I will struggle to get used to this place but hopefully I will make
new friends and find myself a brand new den to live in. There are plenty of animal’s to
eat such as red deer, water buffalo and Chinese carp from the special river I have found
a new den and are currently living in it but suddenly! I got attacked by some vicious
alligators but I managed to defeat them and go back to my home.

